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Former results



Semianalytical models & Dimensional 
considerations
Shara (ApJ 243,926; 1982)

“Volcanic” localized eruptions 
early perturbations ?

Fryxell & Woosley (ApJ 261,332; 1982)

Dimensional analysis of 
multidimensional effects for TNRs
that occur on thin stellar shells.
Claim that for the Nova case there is 
initiation at a point and a flame that 
spreads by small scale turbulence with 
velocity:

)/( 2/1

bcpV vh τ=



Who ? How ?
Kercek, Hillebrandt & Truran

PPM
2D (A&A 337,379; 1998)
3D (A&A,345,831; 1999)

Shankar, Arnett & Fryxell
PPM 

(ApJ 394,L13; 1992)
(ApJ 433,216; 1994)

Glasner, Livne & Truran ALE
,754; 1997)4751995) (ApJ,,L149;445(ApJ,

Flash PPM



The main Issue:

The reliability of the mixing results ?



Abundances - Observations









Mixing Mechanisms



Mixing
mechanisms

effect on burning and 
nucleosynthesis

Mechanisms:
Diffusion
(Prialnik and Kovetz, Iben Fujimoto and MacDonald)

Shear induced mixing
(Kippenhan&Thomas, MacDonald,The flash team-Chicago)

Undershoot of convective flows
(Woosely, Glasner Livne&Truran, Kercek Hilllebrandt & Truran)



Diffusion

Takes place on the longest time scales 
(accretion).
Mixing once the envelope becomes
unstable to convection.
The amount of mixing depends on the 
accretion rate.
Z enrichment in simulations ~ Z observed.



All the mixing takes place prior to the runaway !



shear

Shear Instability in the stratified boundary 
between the core and the accreted envelope 
associated with the accretion disk.
Resonant interaction of the shear flow with 
gravity (ocean) waves in the core.
Very early creation of boundary mixed layer
Mixing once the envelope becomes unstable 
to convection.



Convective undershoot Mixing



The New Models



Why do we need more work ?

Initial model at earlier stages 
close to the onset of convection
The evolution of early perturbations
Resolution –
a) KH limit on wave length:

Umax~100 km/sec ; g~5*10^8 cm/sec^2
k~10^(-6)  wavelength~10^6 cm

b) numerical convergence
Improving the numerical schemes



Tmp

Former Initial Model

rho

P

CNO

• Steep gradients at the base of the envelope
• Base Temperature of 10*10^7 Deg
• In 1D unstable to convection at T_base~3e7 Deg



H rich (solar) 

C-O
(O-Ne-Mg)

R~5.0e8
d~1e8

The Simulated part of the star

  

cylindrical symetry axis



grid:



Kelvin – Helmholtz instability
lines of equal C(12) abundance  

Glasner Livne & Truran 1997 (fig.2)



Improved grid resolution
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OldNew



Demonstration of the sensitivity

to the outer boundary conditions

Time=130 Time=400

The ability to work “Lagrangian”
at the outer zones and “Eulerian”
near the burning regions



The reference Models

T7 - Base temperature of 7*10^7 Deg K
T9 - Base temperature of 9*10^7  Deg K
T5  and lower the difficulties.





Control Parameter Total Energy 
Production Rate Q [erg/sec]

Check points:
Log(Q)=42,44,45

At Q=10^45 erg/sec
Q*(a few sec)=Binding energy of the 

envelope



The overall picture









The details…









T=38



Numerical Tests

Angular range of the grid (same resolution).
ALE   vs.   “Effective Lagrangian”





Angular dimensions 0.06*PAI vs. 0.12*PAI



H rich (solar) 

C-O
(O-Ne-Mg)

R~5.0e8
d~1e8

  

Local perturbation

1D Temperature history

Tmp=10^8 K

The Fate of Early Perturbations



The Fate of Early 
Perturbations



Wide T=20









Special features of the 
Undershoot Mechanism





Discusion
Universality Mixing at the level of 30-50 %
- The origin
- How far back can we go ?
Mixing
- observations vs. mechanisms

is there a discriminator ?
are they all contributing ? Relative importance ?

- physical vs. numerical mixing
what else can be done ?

Future models ?  3D ?



Universality



One Zone Model





How far back can we go ?
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